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We investigate the xed parameter omplexity of one of the
most popular problems in ombinatorial optimization, Weighted Ver+
tex Cover. Given a graph G = (V; E ), a weight fun tion ! : V ! R ,
+
and k 2 R , Weighted Vertex Cover (WVC for short) asks for a
subset C of verti es in V of weight at most k su h that every edge of G
has at least one endpoint in C . WVC and its variants have all been
shown to be NP - omplete. We show that, when restri ting the range
of ! to positive integers, the so- alled Integer-WVC an be solved as
fast as unweighted Vertex Cover. Our main result is that if the range
of ! is restri ted to positive reals  1, then so- alled Real-WVC an
be solved in time O(1:3954k + kjV j). If we modify the problem in su h a
way that k is not the weight of the vertex over we are looking for, but
the number of verti es in a minimum weight vertex over, then the same
running time an be obtained. If the weights are arbitrary (referred to by
General-WVC), however, the problem is not xed parameter tra table
unless P = NP .

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
An interesting and hallenging open problem in omputational omplexity theory is related to the polynomial time approximability of (Weighted) Vertex
Cover [3, 9, 20, 27℄: A great number of resear hers believe that there is no polynomial time approximation algorithm a hieving an approximation fa tor stri tly
smaller than 2 , for a positive onstant , unless P = NP . Currently, the
best known lower bound for this fa tor is 1:1666 [18℄. A ording to Cres enzi
and Kann [10℄, (Weighted) Vertex Cover is the most popular problem in
ombinatorial optimization. This motivates the sear h for exa t algorithms providing a vertex over of optimal weight. This paper deals with eÆ ient exa t
\ xed parameter" algorithms for Weighted Vertex Cover problems, whi h
have provable performan e bounds.
?

Work performed within the \PEAL" proje t (Parameterized omplexity and Exa t
ALgorithms), supported by the Deuts he Fors hungsgemeins haft (NI-369/1-1).
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A set C  V is alled a vertex over of a graph G = (V; E ) if every edge
in E has at least one endpoint in C . The Weighted Vertex Cover problem
(WVC for short) is: given a graph G = (V; E ), a weight fun tion ! : V ! R+ ,
and k 2 R+ , nd a vertex over C with total weight  k . In the spe ial ase that
all verti es have weight 1, one speaks of Unweighted Vertex Cover (UVC
for short). Even when restri ted to planar graphs with maximum vertex degree 3,
UVC is NP - omplete [16℄. There are linear time algorithms giving approximation fa tor 2 for the unweighted ase [16℄ as well as for the weighted ase [6℄.
Both results an be improved to an approximation fa tor that is asymptoti ally
better: 2 log log jV j=2 log jV j [7, 21℄. Until now, no further improvements of
these bounds have been obtained.
The parameterized omplexity [12℄ of UVC re ently has re eived onsiderable
interest [4, 8, 12, 14, 23, 29℄. Here, for a given k , the question is to nd a vertex
over of at most k verti es or to report \no" if no vertex over of size  k exists.
In many appli ations, it makes sense to assume that k is small ompared to the
total number of verti es n := jV j. Hen e, exa t algorithms with running time
exponential only in the parameter k are onsidered to be valuable [12, 14℄. The
urrently best known result in this dire tion is an O(1:271k + kn) algorithm
for UVC [8℄. In this paper, we study the more general and so far unexplored
question on erning the parameterized omplexity of WVC. More pre isely, for
a given k , the problem now is to nd a vertex over of weight at most k . Herein,
we onsider three natural variants of WVC:
1.
2.
3.

Integer-WVC,

where the weights are arbitrary positive integers.
Real-WVC, where the weights are real numbers  1.
General-WVC, where the weights are positive real numbers.

Whereas all three versions are learly NP - omplete, it turns out that their parameterized omplexity di ers signi antly: While Integer-WVC and RealWVC are xed parameter tra table, General-WVC is not xed parameter
tra table unless P = NP .
Our results are as follows. Integer-WVC an be solved as fast as UVC,
whi h urrently has running time O(1:271k + kn) [8℄. Our main result is that
Real-WVC an be solved in time O(1:3954k + kn). As an important orollary,
this implies that if we modify the problem in su h a way that k is not the weight
of the vertex over we are looking for, but the number of verti es in a minimum
weight vertex over, then the same running time an be obtained. This enables a
dire t omparison with the unweighted ase, where we also ount the number of
verti es in the vertex over. Conversely, one easily sees that General-WVC is
xed parameter intra table unless P = NP . Hen e, there is little hope to nd an
O(f (k)nO(1) ) time algorithm for General-WVC, where f may be a fun tion
growing arbitrarily fast in the parameter k .
Due to la k of spa e we omit some details and proofs.
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2 Preliminaries and basi notation
We assume familiarity with the basi notions and on epts of algorithms, omplexity, and graph theory. If x is a vertex in a graph, then by N (x) we denote
the set of its neighbors. A graph is alled regular if all verti es in the graph have
the same degree, that is, the same number of neighbors. The whole paper only
works with simple graphs, i.e., there are no double edges between two verti es.
The (parameterized) problem General-WVC we study is de ned as follows:
+
+
Given: A graph G = (V; E ), a weight fun tion ! : V ! R , and k 2 R .
Question: Does there exist a vertex over of weight at most k ?
Our algorithms are based on two key te hniques of parameterized omplexity [12℄: redu tion to problem kernel (see Se tion 3) and bounded sear h tree (see
Se tion 5). The former deals with redu ing the size of the sear h spa e and the
latter with a lever sear h through the sear h spa e. Both will be explained in
detail in later se tions. To estimate the size of bounded sear h trees (and, thus,
the omplexity of the algorithm), we make use of re urren e relations. As a rule,
we use linear re urren es with onstant oeÆ ients for whi h there exist several
well-known te hniques for solving them [4, 23℄. If the algorithm solves a problem
of size k and alls itself re ursively for problems of sizes k d1 ; : : : ; k dr , then
(d1 ; : : : ; dr ) is alled the bran hing ve tor of this re ursion. It orresponds to the
re urren e

tk = tk

d1

+    + tk

dr :

(1)

The hara teristi polynomial of this re urren e is

zd = zd

d1

+    + zd

dr

;

(2)

where d = maxfd1 ; : : : ; dr g. If is a root of (2) with maximum absolute value,
then tk is bounded by j jk up to a polynomial fa tor. We all j j the bran hing
number that orresponds to the bran hing ve tor (d1 ; : : : ; dr ). Moreover, if is
a single root, then tk = O( k ). All bran hing numbers that will o ur in this
paper are single roots.
Finally, without going into details, let us brie y say a few words about parameterized omplexity theory [12℄ (also refer to the survey arti les [2, 13, 14℄).
Parameterized omplexity, as hie y developed by Downey and Fellows, is one
of the latest approa hes to atta k problems that are NP { omplete. The basi
observation is that for many hard problems the seemingly inherent ombinatorial
explosion an be restri ted to a \small part" of the input, the parameter. For
instan e, the Unweighted Vertex Cover problem an be solved by an algorithm with running time O(kn +1:271k ) [8℄, where the parameter k is a bound on
the maximum size of the vertex over set we are looking for and n is the number
of verti es in the given graph. The fundamental assumption is k  n. As an
easily be seen, this yields an eÆ ient, pra ti al algorithm for small values of k . A
problem is alled xed parameter tra table if it an be solved in time f (k )nO(1)
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for an arbitrary fun tion f whi h depends only on k . The orresponding omplexity lass is alled FPT .1

3 Redu tion to problem kernel
Suppose we are given a graph G and want to nd a vertex over of weight k . By
means of redu tion to problem kernel |a kind of a prepro essing step|we an
redu e the original instan e to a \smaller one," (G0 ; k 0 ), where G0 is a subgraph
of G and k 0  k . It holds that G has a vertex over of weight k i G0 has
a vertex over of weight k 0 . Assuming positive vertex weights  1, a simple
standard redu tion to problem kernel by Buss works based on the following [12℄:
Ea h vertex with degree greater than k has to be in the vertex over set, sin e,
otherwise, not all edges an be overed. From this it is easy to obtain that G an
be repla ed with G0 su h that G0 onsists of at most k 2 edges and at most k 2 + k
verti es and k 0 is obtained from k by redu ing by the weight of the high-degree
verti es added to the over, if there is in fa t a vertex over of size k for G. If
G0 has more than k2 + k verti es, it follows that the original problem has no
solution and we an stop.
Chen et. al. [8℄ noted that using a well-known theorem of Nemhauser and
Trotter [22℄ (also see, e.g., [7, 27℄), one an even obtain a problem kernel with a
number of verti es linear in k . They used the linear size of the problem kernel to
improve the exponential term in the running time of their algorithm and also to
get rid of a fa tor of k . The resulting algorithm has running time O(1:271k k +
kn). By a new te hnique, however, the whole fa tor k2 an be dis arded and
the improvement in the exponential term an also be easily a hieved without a
linear size problem kernel [24℄. Therefore, the problem kernel size requires no
spe ial attention in this paper, where redu tion to problem kernel is assumed
as a prepro essing for the bounded sear h tree algorithms for Integer- and
Real-WVC in Se tions 4 and 5.

4

Integer{ and General{Weighted Vertex Cover

In this se tion, we show that Integer-WVC an be solved as fast as UVC and
that General-WVC is not xed parameter tra table unless P = NP . To see
the latter, it suÆ es to make the following simple observation: General-WVC
is NP - omplete for any xed k > 0. For example, there is a straightforward
redu tion from the NP - omplete, unweighted Vertex Cover to General-WVC
with k = 1. However, this implies that there annot be a time f (k )nO(1) or
even nO(k) algorithm for General-WVC unless P = NP . This is true be ause
otherwise we would obtain a polynomial time algorithm for an NP - omplete
problem.
1 As a rule, k is de ned to be a positive integer, but it an also be generalized to
the positive reals. (Usually, k is given expli itely as part of the input, but for some
problems it is impli it in the en oding of the input.)
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In the remaining se tion, we show that we an redu e Integer-WVC to
via a simple parameterized many-one redu tion (see [12℄ for any details)
that does not hange the value of the parameter. To prove the following theorem,
we may safely assume that the maximum vertex weight is bounded by k (the
a ording prepro essing needs only polynomial time).

UVC

Theorem 1.

Integer{WVC

term polynomial in k .

an be solved as fast as

UVC

up to an additive

Proof. An instan e of Integer{WVC is transformed into an instan e of UVC
as follows: Repla e ea h vertex i of weight u with a luster i0 onsisting of u verti es. We do not add intra- luster edges to the graph. Furthermore, if fi; j g is
an edge in the original graph, then we onne t every vertex of luster i0 to every
vertex of luster j 0 . Now, it is easy to see that both graphs (the instan e for
Integer-WVC and the new instan e for UVC) have minimum vertex overs
of same weight/size. Here, it is important to observe that the following is true
for the onstru ted instan e for UVC: Either all verti es of a luster are in a
minimum vertex over or none of them is. Assume that one vertex of luster i is
not in the over but the remaining are. Then all verti es in all neighboring lusters have to be in luded and, hen e, it makes no sense to in lude the remaining
verti es of luster i in the vertex over.
Let t(k; n) be the time needed to solve UVC. The running time of the algorithm on the \ luster instan e" is learly bounded by t(k; wn)  t(k; kn), where
w  k is the maximum vertex weight in the given graph. Be ause of redu tion
to problem kernel, a bigger graph with same parameter needs only an additive
polynomial time prepro essing.
ut

Chen et al. [8℄ state that Integer-WVC an be solved in time O(1:271k k +
kn) (whi h an be improved to O(1:271k +kn) [24℄). As a onsequen e, Theorem 1
implies that Integer-WVC an be solved in the same time.

5

Real{Weighted Vertex Cover

In this se tion, we prove our main result. We study the ase of weights that
are real numbers  1 and we prove that Real-WVC an be solved in time
O(1:3954k + kn). We pro eed as follows. First, we observe that if a graph has
maximum vertex degree two, then there is an easy dynami programming solution. After that, we study in detail three main ases (in the given order): the ase
when there is a vertex of degree one in the graph, when there is a triangle (i.e.,
a lique of size 3) in the graph, and when there is no triangle in the graph. Note
that the existen e of weights makes the reasoning quite di erent from bounded
sear h tree algorithms for UVC. The overall stru ture of our algorithm is as
follows. The subsequent instru tions are exe uted in a loop until all edges of the
graph are overed or k = 0, whi h means that no over ould be found.
1. If there is no vertex with degree > 2, then solve Real-WVC in polynomial
time by dynami programming (see Subse tion 5.1).
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2. Exe ute the lowest numbered, appli able step of the following.
(a) If there is a vertex x of degree at least 4, then bran h into the two ases of
either bringing itself or all its neighbors into the vertex over. (The orresponding bran hing ve tor is at least (1; 4), implying bran hing number
1:3803 or better.)
(b) If there is a degree-1 vertex, then pro eed as des ribed in Subse tion 5.2.
(The orresponding bran hing ve tor is at least (1; 4), implying bran hing number 1:3803 or better.)
( ) If there is triangle in the graph, then pro eed as des ribed in Subse tion 5.3. (The orresponding bran hing ve tor is at least (3; 4; 3), implying bran hing number 1:3954 or better.)
(d) If there is no triangle in the graph, then pro eed as des ribed in Subse tion 5.4. (The orresponding bran hing ve tor is at least (3; 4; 3), implying bran hing number 1:3954 or better.)
Finally, let us only mention in passing that the lever tri k of so- alled \folding degree-2 verti es," as des ribed by Chen et al. [8℄ for UVC, does not apply
to weighted Vertex Cover problems. Subsequently, we prove our main theorem,
following the outline given above.
Theorem 2.

Real{WVC

an be solved in time O(1:3954k + kn).

Be ause of step 2.(a) above, in order to prove Theorem 2 we only have to
deal with graphs with maximum vertex degree 3.
5.1

Graphs with maximum vertex degree 2

Clearly, graphs with maximum vertex degree 2 are either paths or y les. We an
nd an optimal vertex over for them in polynomial time by dynami programming: Assume that we have a path or y le of n verti es, numbered onse utively
from n to 1. Say we start with vertex n. Then this vertex is in the vertex over
or it is not. If it is not, then its neighbor has to be in the vertex over. This an
easily be re e ted by a simple system of re urren es: Let Dn denote the minimum weight over ontaining vertex n and let Nn denote the minimum weight
over not ontaining vertex n, both referring to a path or a y le of n verti es.
One easily veri es that the following re urren es hold:

N1 = 0;
D1 = w 1 ;
Nn = D n 1 ;
Dn = wn + minfDn 1 ; Nn

1

g;

where wi is the weight of vertex i. This an easily be solved in linear time, using
dynami programming. Moreover, it is easy to extend this in order to expli itly
give a vertex over set of minimum weight, whi h is minfDn ; Nn g.
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5.2

Degree one verti es

In this subse tion, we assume that there is at least one vertex that has degree 1.
Let x be su h a vertex and let a be its only neighbor. In addition, let w be the
weight of x and let w0 be the weight of a. If w  w0 , then it is optimal to in lude
a in the vertex over. In the following, we handle the more ompli ated ase that
w < w0 .
Case 1: a has degree 2. Then a path starts at x that pro eeds over verti es with
degree 2 and ends in a vertex y that has degree 1 or 3. If y has degree 1, then we
an nd an optimal over for this graph omponent by dynami programming as
des ribed in Subse tion 5.1. Otherwise we bran h on y , bringing either y or its
three neighbors into the vertex over. This gives bran hing ve tor (1; 3). If we
put y into the vertex over, we reate a new graph omponent that in ludes x
and a and has only verti es with degree at most 2. We an again apply dynami
programming (Subse tion 5.1) and we get a bran hing ve tor at least (2; 3) for
the whole subgraph.
Case 2: a has degree 3 and has at least one neighbor with degree 3. Let y be
a's degree-3 neighbor. We bran h on y. If y is in the over, then a will have
degree 2 and Case 1 applies. The (1; 3) bran hing ve tor thus an be improved
to (1 + 2; 1 + 3; 3) = (3; 4; 3).
Case 3: a has degree 3 and has two neighbors with degree 2. Let y and b be
a's degree-2 neighbors. We bran h on x. If x is in the over, then a is not and
a's other neighbors y and b are in the over. This gives bran hing ve tor (1; 3),
whi h is not yet good enough. Hen e, by onsidering several more sub ases, we
do a more ompli ated bran hing.
Let z be y 's other neighbor and assume that y has weight u, z has weight v ,
and u  v . Then we an bran h on a and get bran hing ve tor (2; 3); note that
if a is in the over, then it is optimal to also in lude z (instead of y ).
Assume next that the weight w0 of a is at least 2: Then, bran hing on a, we
have bran hing ve tor (2; 3). Let w be the weight of x. We an assume in the
following that w0 < w + v and u < v .
Let us return to the bran h on x: If x is in the over, so are y and b. We
an now assume that z is not in the over. Otherwise, we ould repla e x and y
with a, whi h is better and is already overed by the bran h that does not
in lude x. Then all neighbors of z are in the over, too, and among them must
be some vertex other than x, y , or b. If not, hange the roles of y and b. In this
way, we get bran hing ve tor of at least (1; 4) (unless the omponent has only
6 verti es and, thus, an be handled in onstant time).
Case 4: Remaining ases. What remains to be onsidered are the ase when a
has degree 3 and all its neighbors have degree 1, and when a has degree 3 and
two of its neighbors have degree 1 and one has degree 2. The rst ase is easily
handled in onstant time, be ause we then have a graph omponent of onstant
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size. For to the se ond sub ase, basi ally the same strategy as in Case 1 an
be applied, be ause the se ond degree 1 neighbor of a (besides x) only makes
ne essary a slight, obvious modi ation to what is done in Case 1.
5.3

Triangles

In this subse tion, we assume that the degree of all verti es is between 2 and 3
and that there is at least one triangle, onsisting of the verti es a, b, and , with
weights w, u, and v . We distinguish between three ases.
Case 1: Only one of a, b, has degree 3. We assume that has degree 3 and a,
b have degree 2. Then it is optimal to put a into the vertex over if w  u and
b otherwise. No bran hing of the re ursion o urs.
Case 2: Two of a, b, have degree 3. We assume that b and have degree 3 and
a has degree 2. Then we bran h a ording to b, whi h dire tly gives bran hing
ve tor (1; 3). If we bring b into the over, then the degree of a be omes 1 and the
degree of its neighbor be omes 2. Hen e, we have a (2; 3)-subbran h (see Case 1
in Subse tion 5.2) and altogether get bran hing ve tor (1 + 2; 1 + 3; 3) = (3; 4; 3).
Case 3: a, b, have degree 3. We bran h a ording to a, where a has minimum
weight among a, b, . If a is not in the over, all its neighbors, and, parti ularly,
b and are in the over. Then, however, b's and 's other neighbors are, without
loss of generality, not in the over, sin e it would be equally good to in lude
a instead of b or . Hen e, all neighbors of a and one neighbor of b's and 's
neighbors di erent from a are in the over (otherwise N (a) [ N (b) [ N ( ) were
a small omponent, easily solvable), and that makes at least 4. The bran hing
ve tor, then, is at least (1; 4).
5.4

No triangles

First, note that the only possible ase for the graph being regular ould be that
the graph is 3-regular, that is, ea h vertex has exa tly three neighbors. Bran hing on e on an arbitrary vertex, however, this situation an never o ur again,
sin e afterwards, verti es with degree one or two must always exist. Clearly, this
\one-time-bran h" plays no role for the asymptoti omplexity of our algorithm.
(This te hnique was introdu ed by Robson [28℄.) Hen e, in the following we may
assume that the graph has no triangles, it is not regular, and all verti es have
degree 2 and 3. Furthermore, there are no verti es whose weight is 2 or more.
Before we ome to the a tual ase distin tion, we verify the orre tness of the
last assumption: Assume that there is a weight  2 vertex x. If x has degree 3,
then simply bran h on x, yielding bran hing ve tor (2; 3) or better. If x has
degree 2 and at least one degree-3 neighbor y , then bran h on y , resulting in
a bran hing ve tor of at least (1; 4). Finally, if x has two degree-2 neighbors y
and z , whose weight is without loss of generality no bigger than the weight of x,
then bran h on y . In the ase of bringing y into the vertex over, x be omes a
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degree-1 vertex and its weight is bigger than the weight of z so, without further
bran hing, we know it is optimal to additionally in lude z into the vertex over.
Hen e, we obtain the bran hing ve tor (1 + 1; 3) = (2; 3) or better.
Case 1: There is a degree-2 vertex that has a degree-2 vertex as its neighbor. Let
x and y be degree-3 verti es that are onne ted by a path onsisting of at least
two degree-2 verti es. If x = y then bran hing on x gives easily a bran hing ve tor
of at least (2; 3), sin e in luding x splits o a path. If x and y are neighbors,
then we bran h a ording to x: If x is in the over, then the resulting graph
orresponds to Case 1 of Subse tion 5.2 with bran hing ve tor (2; 3). Together
with x, the bran hing ve tor be omes (3; 4). If x is not in the over, its three
neighbors are. Altogether, we get the bran hing ve tor (3; 4; 3).
If x and y are not neighbors and x 6= y , then we either bring x and y or
x [ N (y) or N (x) into the over. We laim a bran hing ve tor (3; 4; 3) or better.
The ve tor's third omponent is trivial. If x and y are in the over, then the path
between x and y be omes an isolated omponent and an be handled by dynami
programming as des ribed in Subse tion 5.1. At least one more vertex omes into
the over, and so the rst omponent of the bran hing ve tor be omes 3. Sin e x
and y are not neighbors, x and the neighbors of y are 4 verti es with minimum
weight 4, justifying the se ond omponent of the bran hing ve tor.
Case 2: Every degree-2 vertex has only degree-3 verti es as neighbors and vi e
versa. Let x, y , and z be degree-3 verti es su h that z is onne ted to x and,
resp. to y , by a degree-2 vertex. We make three bran hes: N (x), fxg [ N (y ),
and fx; y; z g. Then, the bran hing ve tor is (3; 4; 3). The bran hes over all
possibilities be ause it is optimal to put z into the over if it already ontains x
and y , sin e then, z has two neighbors with degree 1 and the weight of z is less
than 2.
Case 3: The rst two ases do not apply. This ase is slightly more ompli ated.
First, we make a simple observation: The situation is not hard, if a degree-3
vertex x has a neighbor a that is a degree-2 vertex su h that the weight of a is
no smaller than the weight of x. If y is a's other neighbor, then we an bran h
as N (y ) and fx; y g, be ause if y is in the over then it is optimal to in lude
x, too. This yields a bran hing ve tor (3; 2). In the following, we an therefore
assume that the weight of a degree-3 vertex is bigger than the weights of all
those neighbors that are degree-2 verti es.
Now we an nd a degree-3 vertex x that has a neighbor a that is a degree-2
vertex, where a has a neighbor z that is a degree-3 vertex. Furthermore, z has
a neighbor y that is again a degree-3 vertex, be ause, otherwise, this situation
would already have been handled by Cases 2 and 1: If the rst two ases do
not apply, then there must be two neighboring degree 3 verti es. Now look at
all verti es that are rea hable from these two via a path that onsists only of
degree 3 verti es. This set ontains some z that has, of ourse, itself degree 3
and has one neighbor that has degree 2 (otherwise, there would be a onne ted
regular omponent, whi h is not the ase, sin e we assumed that the graph is
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onne ted and not 3-regular). Obviously, z also has a neighbor with degree 3
that we all y . (It must exist: Just follow the path one step ba kwards.) Call
z 's degree-2 neighbor a. Call a's other neighbor x. Observe that x has degree 3
sin e otherwise Case 1 would apply.
Now that we have seen that we an nd x, a, z , and y , let b be the third
neighbor of z . If b has degree 2, then let be b's other neighbor. We bran h into
N (y), N (z ), and fy; z; x; g. This is orre t; sin e if z is in an optimal over, it
annot be optimal to in lude a or b, be ause the weights of a and b ea h are
smaller than the weight of z , and, therefore, we an safely in lude x and . The
bran hing ve tor is (3; 3; 4) unless x and are identi al. If, however, x and
are identi al, then we bran h on y : Let us rst onsider an easy spe ial ase,
namely y 2 N (x). Then, however, bringing y into the over, we get an isolated
omponent of a y le of 4 verti es. Hen e, we get at least two more verti es
into the over without further bran hing. In total, we get the bran hing ve tor
(1 + 2; 3) for this spe ial ase. Now, assume that y 62 N (x). Then we bran h into
fy; xg, fyg [ N (x), and N (y). In the rst bran h, however, we get an isolated
omponent onsisting of verti es a, b, and z . Hen e, we an determine in onstant
time whi h of them (at least one) has to be added to the vertex over. In total,
we get bran hing ve tor (3; 4; 3).
If b has degree 3, then we bran h into N (b), fbg[ N (y ), and fb; y; ag, resulting
in a bran hing ve tor (3; 4; 3). If b and y are in the over, then we an also in lude
a be ause the weight of a is smaller than the weight of z .
5.5

An appli ation to minimum weight vertex

overs with a bound

on the number of verti es

So far, we always studied the ase that the parameter k bounds the weight of the
vertex over we are sear hing for. It may be even more natural, however, to look
for a minimum weight vertex over with at most k verti es. This is addressed in
the following theorem, whi h we obtain as a orollary to Theorem 2.
Given a graph G = (V; E ), a weight fun tion ! : V ! [1; 1),
and k 2 N, is there a vertex over of minimum weight that onsists of at
most k verti es? This problem an be solved as fast as Real-WVC, i.e., in time
O(1:3954k + kn).

Theorem 3.

P

Proof. (Sket h) We redu e the stated problem to Real-WVC as follows: Given
the graph G = (V; E ). Let w := v2V ! (v ). Then onsider the following new
weight fun tion: If the original weight of vertex v was ! (v ), then it is assigned
the new weight 1 + ! (v )=w. It is not hard to see that the original graph has a
vertex over of minimum weight that onsists of at most k verti es i the graph
with modi ed weights has a vertex over of weight at most k + 1. This implies
the result.
ut
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6 Con lusion and open questions
In this paper, we ontributed to the sear h for exa t solutions for NP -hard problems, a eld of in reasing importan e [1, 2, 5, 8, 13, 14, 11, 15, 17, 19, 25, 26, 28℄.
More pre isely, here we ontinued and extended the resear h on the xed parameter omplexity of unweighted Vertex Cover [4, 8, 12, 14, 23, 29℄ to weighted
ases. In this way, we generalize and improve known exa t algorithms for one of
the most important problems in ombinatorial optimization [10℄.
With regard to future work, it is of parti ular interest to improve the exponential base for Real-WVC. Moreover, it remains to give eÆ ient implementations of our algorithms and to evaluate and tune them experimentally. Finally,
note that it seems possible to apply a dynami programming te hnique of Robson [28℄ in order to improve our exponential terms (sear h tree size) somewhat.
This requires, however, exponential spa e, whereas our fo us in this paper was
to develop eÆ ient xed parameter algorithms using polynomial spa e.
A knowledgement. We are greatful to an anonymous referee for her/his insightful remarks.
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